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	Job search and career management become remarkably more complex and more
	competitive with each passing year. One major contributor to the new complexity
	is technology itself, which has created entirely new methods and systems for job
	search, recruitment, hiring, and lifelong career development.


	Fortunately, this new employment landscape offers a host of opportunities for
	everyone employed in the technology and allied industries and occupations. What’s
	more, that trend is projected to continue through the year 2018.


	Computer and Web jobs account for many of the fastest-growing, best-paying jobs in the world of work. To achieve these lucrative jobs, candidates need an edge one they can easily obtain with the help ofExpert Resumes for Computer and Web Jobs.


	This book features an extensive collection of sample resumes and cover letters for computer, Web, and IT professionals. These samples show readers at all levels from entry-level to executive how to create exceptional tools for navigating the job market. In addition, the authors provide sound resume and cover letter writing advice, including a new chapter on how to create and use an electronic resume.
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Essentials Of Chemical Biology: Structure and Dynamics of Biological MacromoleculesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	“This excellent work fills the need for an upper-level graduate course resource that examines the latest biochemical, biophysical, and molecular biological methods for analyzing the structures and physical properties of biomolecules… This reviewer showed [the book] to several of his senior graduate students, and they...
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Holy Sci-Fi!: Where Science Fiction and Religion Intersect (Science and Fiction)Springer, 2014

	Can a computer have a soul? Are religion and science mutually exclusive? Is there really such a thing as free will? If you could time travel to visit Jesus, would you (and should you)? For hundreds of years, philosophers, scientists and science fiction writers have pondered these questions and many more.


	In Holy Sci-Fi!,...
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Photographic Lighting SimplifiedAllworth Press, 2003
"An essential how-to guide." -- Shutterbug     

       For aspiring photographers ready to transform their work from average to expert, here is the "bible" to lighting any subject and space effectively.  In specific but nontechnical terms, Photographic Lighting Simplified explains how to take light...
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Vertically Integrated Architectures: Versioned Data Models, Implicit Services, and Persistence-Aware ProgrammingApress, 2018

	
		Understand how and why the separation between layers and tiers in service-oriented architectures holds software developers back from being truly productive, and how you can remedy that problem. 

	
		Strong processes and development tools can help developers write more complex software, but large amounts of code can...
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Make, Volume 6: Technology on Your Time (Make: Technology on Your Time)Maker Media, Inc, 2006

	
		If you like to tweak, disassemble, recreate, and invent cool new uses for technology, you'll love MAKE, our quarterly publication for the inquisitive do-it-yourselfer.

	
		Every issue is packed with projects to help you make the most of all the technology in your life. Everything from home entertainment systems, to...
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Digital Evidence and Computer Crime, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2004
Digital evidence--evidence that is stored on or transmitted by computers--can  play a major role in a wide range of crimes, including homicide, rape,  abduction, child abuse, solicitation of minors, child pornography, stalking,  harassment, fraud, theft, drug trafficking, computer intrusions, espionage, and  terrorism.

Though an...
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